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AN 1987—Revised Standards—Terminal Servicer Account Data Compromise Events
Mastercard is announcing revised Standards that will provide specific conditions under which Mastercard
may mitigate a responsible acquirer’s financial responsibility for an Account Data Compromise (ADC)
Event (for the purposes of this announcement, an “Event”) caused by a compromised Terminal Servicer.
In addition, Mastercard will simplify the ADC operational reimbursement (OR) calculation for issuers
impacted by an ADC Event associated with a compromised Terminal Servicer.

Version History
The version history of this announcement is as follows.

Date Description of Change

16 Aug 2018 Initial publication date

At-A-Glance
The At-A-Glance table provides key information about the systems and groups affected by this
announcement, action indicators that specify the appropriate action, and the required implementation
date or dates.

Type: Bulletin Announcement

Audience: Acquirer, Issuer, Processor

Each customer must independently determine the impact on its operations.

Brands: Mastercard®, Debit Mastercard®, Maestro®

Region: Global

Category: Operations, POI, Rules/Standards, Security

Action Indicator: Attention warranted (Program/service-related)

Financial impact

Effective Date: 12 October 2018

Overview
A Terminal Servicer is an entity that provides ongoing maintenance and support of a payment terminal,
such as point-of-sale (POS) terminal installation and regular system updates of those POS terminals to
help ensure compliance with the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) for the
merchant’s cardholder data environment.

In recent years, Mastercard has observed an increase in ADC Events at Terminal Servicers.

A Terminal Servicer may have thousands of merchants connected through different network
environments that the Terminal Servicer administers. To centrally manage the payment needs of its
merchants, the Terminal Servicer provides remote access links or other back door access methods to its
merchants’ systems in order to perform regular maintenance and upgrades to the merchants’ terminals.
Unfortunately, these back door access links are often not installed or configured in compliance with the
PCI DSS, resulting in the insecure implementation of remote access software. Oftentimes, this improper
software installation leads to an ADC Event.
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A Terminal Servicer falls under the category of a service provider within Chapter 7 of the Mastercard
Rules. As such, acquirers are required to register the Terminal Servicers being used by their merchants in
the Mastercard registration database.

Operational Reimbursement Calculation Simplification
The operational reimbursement calculation for Terminal Servicer ADC Events is a complicated task, and
oftentimes, it can be time-consuming as well due to the large number of impacted entities and the
multiple factors considered by Mastercard in the determination of operational reimbursement card rates;
these rates are based on a tier-based approach of issuer size and card technology type of the impacted
account.

As a result of the complicated nature of Terminal Servicer ADC Events, the timeframe in which issuers
may receive financial reimbursement for these Events from Mastercard is often delayed.

Due to these factors, Mastercard will simplify the method by which it calculates operational
reimbursement resulting from Terminal Servicer Events. Rather than calculating operational
reimbursement as currently set forth in the Mastercard Security Rules and Procedures manual and
Account Data Compromise User Guide, which includes the consideration of the card technology type and
issuer processing volume for determination of the card reimbursement rate, Mastercard will calculate the
liability using a flat rate of USD 3 per qualifying account, irrespective of the technology type of the card
and issuer processing volume for Terminal Servicer ADC Events for which the first alert was issued on or
after 12 October 2018. This simplification will allow Mastercard to process ADC Events resulting from
compromised Terminal Servicers in a more expeditious manner, and therefore, issue reimbursement to
impacted issuers quicker than the current method.

Revised Standards
Effective 12 October 2018, Mastercard may mitigate some or all financial responsibility for a Terminal
Servicer-related ADC Event if Mastercard determines that all of the following criteria are satisfied:

• Evidence that the Terminal Servicer notified Mastercard immediately when the Terminal Servicer
became aware of the ADC Event or Potential ADC Event, and that the Terminal Servicer
cooperated fully with Mastercard and law enforcement, as appropriate

• Verification that the Terminal Servicer engaged a PCI Security Standards Council (SSC) Forensic
Investigator (PFI) within 72 hours of the ADC Event or Potential ADC Event, and that the Terminal
Servicer fully cooperated with the forensic investigation to ensure that the investigation was
completed as soon as practical

• Certification that the Terminal Servicer was compliant with the PCI DSS at the time of the Event
• The responsible acquirer registered the Terminal Servicer with Mastercard within 10 calendar days

of the acquirer or Terminal Servicer being deemed aware of the ADC Event or Potential ADC Event
• Timely receipt by Mastercard of the unedited (by other than the PFI) forensic examination findings
• Confirmation from the responsible acquirer that the Terminal Servicer completed all of the

containment recommendations set forth in the forensic report, and that the Terminal Servicer re-
validated its compliance with the PCI DSS to Mastercard within 60 calendar days after the
completion of the PFI’s investigation

To view marked revisions, refer to the attachment associated with this announcement. Additions are
underlined; deletions are indicated with a strikethrough.

Questions?
Customers with questions about the information in this announcement should send an email message to:
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Account Data Compromise

Email: account_data_compromise@mastercard.com
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